We apply various models -Regge models, the Chou-Yang Durand-Lipes model and an optical model -to proton-proton elastic polarization for 
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proton-proton scattering has recently become one of the most exciting scattering processes: This is in sharp contrast to the general feeling previously held about pp scattering at much lower energies, where c tot is flat and do/dt comparatively smooth.
The new wide -angle polarization data2 for pp elastic scattering at 5.15, 7.0 and 12.33 Gev/c now reveals that even at these low energies -in spite of the fact that e is tot flat and do/dt is smooth -many exciting things are happening. In 3,4 particular, the new 12.33 GeV/c data, together with some earlier data -*----.
at 10, 12 GeV/c at small t, show (see Fig. 1 ) a regular sequence of dips (or "double zeros") in the polarization, located at t w -0.8 -2.4 and -(4' 4 5) (GeV/c)2. It is clearly important to try and understand this new structure in the polarization: it is presumably providing us with a sensitive clue about the amplitudes in this region. In this paper, we briefly examine various theoretical models -same Regge models, 5, 6, 7 . 8 the Chou-Yang -Durand-Lipes9 model, and an optical model developed some 10 time ago by Chu and Hendry -and compare them with the data. We note at the outset that this very surprising type of structure in the polarization 10 was in fact predicted some time ago by the optical model.
For brevity, we shall concentrate on the 12.33 GeV/c data -it covers the largest t -range, and it is at this, the highest of the three energies,.
that the dip structure is cleanest.
I ; while the flip amplitude has only one zero (at t = -0.9 (GeV/c)2) for 0 < 0 < 90'. Thus, while it is possible to'arrange for a dip in the polarization around t w -1 (GeV/c)2, one does not generate the subsequent dips.
By examining, for example, n and f, as functions of 1, or better very well be occurring also at considerably-lower energies.
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